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-or-
How to find the Win-Win candidate



Today’s topic



Pre-test

• Why should I believe what you’re about to tell me?

• How can I use this information to improve my own skills?

• Are you going to bore me or entertain me?



Stipulations:

(so we all start on the same page)

• People want to work
• Not every person is right for every job
• People are miracles – every last one of us





What are you REALLY looking for?

Useful knowledge

Potential for growth

Emotional Intelligence

A good fit for the team

Stability and longevity



Worry less about what they know, 

and more about how they’ll grow. 



And if you get it wrong?





First Impressions –
Malcolm Gladwell’s “Thin Slicing”



You’re about to meet two applicants for a 
receptionist position –

-very briefly –

what’s your first impression?





-or-





Show of hands – who gets the job?



First Impressions; Making Up Your Mind After a 100-Ms Exposure to a Face
Janine Willis and Alexander Todorov, Psychological Science, 2006 

“In fact, for all judgments—attractiveness, likeability, trustworthiness, 
competence, and aggressiveness—increased exposure time did not significantly 
increase the correlations.”



Body Language –
when watching others, trust your instincts.
For yourself, don’t try to fake it!



The many meanings of “Yes”



You can control an interview without 
saying a word.

Remember to observe – and take notes.



“The soul, fortunately, has an interpreter –
often an unconscious but still a faithful interpreter –

in the eye.”

Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1036615.Charlotte_Bront_
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2977639








Other nonverbal clues
clothing 
arrival and departure
the handshake
handwriting







Happy extroverts are hard to ignore, 
happy introverts are hard to see!





Different Types of Interviews
• The In-box Exercise; no interviewer at all

• One-on-one

• One applicant, multiple interviewers

• Casual, in office

• Presentation

• Casual, out of office (Lunch or Dinner)

• Multiple applicants, multiple interviewers



Listening does NOT mean 
waiting for your turn to talk.

Dave Kerpin, The Art of People



Designing Productive Questions

• Must be open ended. Avoid single word answers 

• Encourage the candidate to tell stories – then ask follow-up questions

• Imagine your perfect candidate. What are their traits? Ask for 
experiences that demonstrate those traits

• Start with easier questions to build trust and comfort

• Ask the more demanding questions later in the interview



Number 10

• What do you know about our company?



Number 9

• What caught your attention when you learned about our job opening?



Number 8

• How did you prepare for this interview?



Number 7

• Why are you considering leaving your current job?



Number 6

• How does this job fit in with your career plans?



Number 5

• Tell me about an accomplishment that your team achieved, working 
as a team. What part did you play?



Number 4

• Tell me about a time when you felt very stressed at work.



Number 3

• Give me an example of outstanding customer service that you 
provided. 



Number 2

• Think of something that you’ve recently learned, and explain it to me. 



And your Number 1 Question

• Is up to you …

• Think about the traits that you feel are essential for the position, and 
design a question that requires the candidate to talk about those 
traits.



• Applicants are getting much more savvy about 
interviewing!

• Glassdoor research

• "Pre-suasion" and "Influence" author Robert Cialdini suggests 
that applicants ask the first question – why did you ask me in for 
this interview?



Illegal questions by statute

• Massachusetts – salary history Session Laws Acts 2016 Chapter 177
• Title I of the American Disabilities Act (ADA) lists these additional 

prohibited questions:
• Have you ever been hospitalized? If so, for what condition?
• Have you ever been treated by a psychiatrist or psychologist? If so, for what 

condition?
• Is there any health-related reason that you may not be able to perform the 

job for which you are applying?
• How many days were you absent from work because of illness last year?
• Are you taking any prescribed drugs?
• Have you ever been treated for drug addiction or alcoholism?



Questionable Questions 
• So, tell me about yourself…

• You went to my high school! Do you know ___?

• Gee, that’s a long commute. How long will you do that?

• Any question related to any protected class



Checking References

• Try to avoid HR!

• Ask for a person by name, hopefully a direct supervisor
• Keep your questions work-related

• Keep written notes

• Remember that “Adverse Action” laws apply to information gathered 
through third parties, NOT your own research. 



What does that question
have to do with performing

the job? 



Avoiding unwanted information



Technology and Candidate Assessment

• https://www.theguardian.com/careers/handwriting-analysis

• https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/bad-
news-computers-are-getting-better-than-we-are-at-facial-
recognition/372377/

• https://biginterview.com/blog/2015/03/applicant-tracking-
system.html

https://www.theguardian.com/careers/handwriting-analysis
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/bad-news-computers-are-getting-better-than-we-are-at-facial-recognition/372377/
https://biginterview.com/blog/2015/03/applicant-tracking-system.html


Discussing Pay and Benefits

• Have benefits in writing

• Regarding wages, the first one to put a number on the table loses

• Guard against low start with future promises – they’re often 
misunderstood 



What Happens Next?

• Drug Test

• Reference Checks

• Offer Letter



“I feel that your skills and 
experience are not a good match 

for our needs.”

How to say “I’m not interested” in a kind and 
respectful way.



Because, after all, people are miracles, 
and they should be treated that way. 



Questions?

Comments?

Thank you!
Mike Brown
Director of Human Resources
E.J. Prescott, Inc
PO Box 600
Gardiner, ME  04345
(207) 582-1851 x1170
mike.brown@ejprescott.com


